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Rumi and Sufism in the Pre-Ottoman Anatolia 

As Presented by Jamal Elias 
 
 

The wound is the place where the Light enters you.  
― Rumi  

 
Ring the bells (ring the bells) that still can ring 
Forget your perfect offering 
There is a crack in everything (there is a crack in everything) 
That's how the light gets in. 

― Leonard Cohen 
 

Jamal Elias, scholar, historian, professor, and author of several books, presented a look 

into 13th and 14th century Anatolia sharing his thoughts on the roots of the Ottoman Empire, the 

multi-varied population of the times and the impact of Sufism on its growth. Elias is blessed with 

the knowledge of a world and time very close to him: 

I spend so much of my time thinking about and reading about Anatolia in the 13th and 
14th century that for me it is not distance at all. 
 

It was an insightful presentation that raised a number of questions, the least of which—for this 

poor Christian—is why did Sufism not raise as the ultimate representation of Islam? By this I 

mean Sufism even in the 13th century, reflects a tolerance and openness that could be very well 

embraced today.  

 In defining Sufism, Elias presents an easy answer with a rather hard after thought. He 

defines Sufism with the easy answer that it is a belief based on attempting to experience God 

while on Earth. He posits we all experience him at death (discovering his presence or lack 

thereof) but the Sufis want/believe in a more immediate “visceral experience of God while 

alive.” Sufis are not above relying on dance and drugs to obtain this, which puts them on the 



outside of approved Islamic doctrine. Sufis are led by a wise teacher—a master—that offers their 

version of the path to follow. Within Sufism, there are many alternative paths. Elias goes on to 

say that even of the largest schools of Sufism—those following the path of the same master—

there are varying degrees of agreement.  

 13th and 14th centuries Anatolia were a time of great blending. There were religions and 

people of all ethnicities living side-by-side, Elias describes Anatolia as, “A mosaic of different 

areas.” Sufis are the religious center, the group looked to for guidance on matters of religion (e.g. 

Can I eat rabbits?). At the core of this was Rumi, a 13th century Sufi poet, venerated in his time. 

All those who came in contact with Rumi were affected by him. Muslims, Jews and Christians; 

he even had Christian disciples. It is this tolerance led by Rumi, that makes Sufism so 

compelling to me. I believe Rumi references this tolerance in the opening quote, “The wound is 

the place where the Light enters you.” By this he is saying it is the wound, the part of you not 

completely closed off, that allows new thoughts, new ideas and different perspectives on living a 

life to enter and flourish. Leonard Cohen (the gifted Canadian musician/poet) refrains that same 

idea 700 years later, “There is a crack in everything. That's how the light gets in.”  

Today, we have too many closed minds, too many with no room for compassion, 

understanding of others and acceptance of those not following the same path. I would argue that 

George Floyd’s death might be, “The wound where the Light enters,” “The crack in everything” 

that hopefully introduces a new enlightenment by creating social upheaval that allows us to live 

as one.  

 


